
Solar Aerating System

3.Solar Energy Storage+Grid AeratorThe solar aerator system is consist of solar panel, inverter, battery and 
aerator, and it can be divided into three types according to different 
combinations and applications of system parts: Solar Aerator, Solar
+Grid Hybrid Aerator, Solar Energy Storage+Grid Aerator
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1.Solar Aerator

•Total solar power driving, free electricity 
cost
•Modular design, fully automatic operation,
low maintenance cost 
•Far away from power grid, no risk of electric shock, safe and efficient 
•Easy and convenient installation 
•Perfect solution for fishery breeding and environmental protection
projects located in places where off grid or remote. 
•Long use-life

2. Solar+Grid Hybrid Aerator

•Hybrid power supply of solar energy and grid, 
that realizes the 24H operation of the system 
•Modular design, fully automatic operation, 
and low maintenance cost

•High efficiency
•Easy & convenient installation, 

•long use-life 
•Solar energy and grid power work simultaneously, 

maximizing the use of solar energy and significantly 
reducing operating costs.

•This system is suitable for fishery breeding and 
environmental protection projects in areas with high 
electricity cost, no electricity, or a lack of electricity 
•The system is directly driven by solar power at low 
cost, but when there is no sunshine and aeration is in 
need, the grid can only be switched to work. 
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•Hybrid power supply of solar energy and 
grid, that realizes the 24H operation of the 
system
•Modular design, fully automatic operation, 
and low maintenance cost

•Solar energy and grid power work simultaneously, maximizing the use of 
solar energy and significantly improve the reliability of the system

•High efficiency, long use-life
•Easy&convenient installation, maintenance free

•Perfect solution for fishery breeding and environmental protection 
projects where off-grid or remote 
•Suitable for fishery breeding and environmental protection projects in 
areas with high electricity cost, no electricity, or a lack of electricity 
•Application for power outage at night and in need of aeration

Real Cases



Solar Aeration Schematic
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Power Supply System（Solar Panel+Inverter+Floating Board）

Name

Power Supply System

Model # 

ECS-ASP-550-1

ECS-ASP-750-1

Solar Panel Q'ty
(pcs)

2

2

4

Input Power
(W)

500-550

700-720

1000-1200

Input Voltage
(V)

27- 60

Compatible 

ECS-370IV-1

ECS-550IV-1

ECS-750IV-2

ECS-JA-280
ECS-FA-250
ECS-JA-490
ECS-FA-550

ECS-PA-750 ECS-IA-750
ECS-JA-750 ECS-FA-750

Remote  

Optional

GPRS

ECS-ASP-370-1

100-440

27-60

Type of Aerator

Paddlewheel 
Impeller

Model# 

ECS-PA-750
ECS-IA-750
ECS-JA-280
ECS-JA-490
ECS-JA-750

Power 
W

750W
750W
280W
490W
750W

Voltage
W/50Hz

220

220
220
220

220

Surface Load 

500-1000

800-1500
200-400
300-600

500-1000

Aeration Capacity 
kg/h

≥1.1
≥1.4
≥0.35
≥0.61
≥1.17

Jet

Fountain
ECS-FA-250
ECS-FA-550
ECS-FA-750

250W
550W
750W

220
220
220

200-400
300-600
500-1000

≥0.3
≥0.7
≥1.2

GPRS Module APP Remote Controller
Features:
•Fully solar power driven, free cost throughout the year, energy-saving, 
and environment friendly
•The system can automatically switch and adjust the operating power of 
aeration system according to the intensity of sunlight
•Compared with the traditional aerator driven by grid power, the solar 
aerator is no danger of electric shock and it is safe
•The service life of core components is as long as 15 years, preventing 
environmental pollution and ecological damage
•The metal parts of the system are made of aluminum alloy and stainless 
steel, durable and anti-corrosion
•Energy storage and non-energy storage systems can be provided on 
customers’ needs

Applications

Water Treatment Parks,Wetland,
Lakes, Landscapes

Purification of 
rivers and lakes

Fish and shrimp 
farming

Accessories

Specifications of Aerating System

Specifications of Power Supply System

Inverter Aerator
Compatible 

Control

Optional




